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There is an established literature 
for inferring the causal effects of 
an intervention using data from a 
randomized experiment when the 
o u t c o m e o f i n t e r e s t  i s 
quantitative or corresponds to 
some pre-established set of 
categories. Separately, a variety 
of tools have been developed in 
statistical text analysis for 
exploratory analysis of text data 
that allow researchers to identify 
associational patterns in large 
text corpora. However, it is only 
recently that researchers have 
begun to take interest in 
evaluating the causal effects of 
t rea tment on an outcome 
measured by text. We combine 
principles from causal inference 
using the Rubin Causal Model 
(RCM) with tools for automated 
text analysis, such as topic 
modeling and sentiment analysis, 
to develop a general framework 
for estimating treatment effects 
from data in settings where the 
outcome of interest is measured 
by text. 
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SUTVA 
 

Discussion and Future Work 

Approach to Inference 
 

Objective: 
 
Estimate treatment effects in a 
randomized experiment when the 
outcome is a textual response. 
 
 

Proposed Strategy: 
 
Construct a low-dimensional, 
quantitative representation of the 
text, then apply standard causal 
inference methods. 
 
 
 
 

Representations of Text 
 

The Science 

•  Causal inference with text is straightforward in some experimental settings 
when the representations used to quantify the text are defined a priori. 

•  Assumptions such as SUTVA must be investigated carefully in this setting. 
•  More work is needed to develop procedures that allow us to both learn 

about the structure of text and evaluate causal effects of interest. 
•  Further investigation is required for inclusion of  pre-treatment covariates. 

Main Ideas 
 

Response as Compliance 
 

•  If             then  
•  No hidden forms of treatment. 
 

SUTVA is met in a randomized 
experiment where the outcome is 
defined by unit-level text: 
 

However, violations of one or both 
conditions may arise in other 
common settings. 

Notation 
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Introduction Example 

•  Exclusion restriction for NR 
•  Monotonicity assumption for D 
•  May assume  
  

i Zi Ti(0) Ti(1) Yi(0) Yi(1)
1 0 * ? * ?
2 0 * ? * ?
...

...
...

...
...

...
N � 1 1 ? * ? *
N 1 ? * ? *

Text data are naturally high 
dimensional, with each response 
containing a potentially infinite 
number of tokens. We proceed by 
considering a mapping, f, which 
transforms the text into summary 
measures in a meaningful, finite-
dimensional space. We consider 
three categories of representations: 
 

1.  Frequency-based 
2.  Dictionary-based 
3.  Model-based 

 

Examples of each category include 
word counts, sentiment analysis, 
and topic models. 

Bavli and Rose (2017) conducted a randomized experiment to evaluate the 
effect of providing jurors with prior-award information on resulting award 
amounts in civil damage cases. Here, we analyze responses to an open-
ended question collected in the experiment that asked participants to provide 
an explanation for the amount awarded. 

Our general procedure for inferring 
causal effects from text data is: 
 

1.  Define a representation  
2.  Collect data T and apply f 
3.  Estimate effects using Yobs: 
 
 

4.  Use randomization-based inference 
for estimation 

5.  Employ cross-validation procedures 
when analyzing model-based or 
learned representations 

6.  Correct for multiple comparisons 

Additional steps may be necessary 
when using any observed text to 
construct (learn) an appropriate 
representation (i.e., when using 
topic models). We propose using 
cross-validation for this purpose. 

f : T ! Y

⌧̂ = Ȳ obs

1 � Ȳ obs

0

* denotes observed data and ? denotes missing data 

Let                 denote the potential 
outcome for unit i given assignment 
Z  and response indicator  
  

Ri(0)

0 1

Ri(1)

0

Yi(1, 0)� Yi(0, 0) Yi(1, 0)� Yi(0, 1)
Never-Responder (NR) Defier (D)

1

Yi(1, 1)� Yi(0, 0) Yi(1, 1)� Yi(0, 1)
Induced-Responder (IR) Always-Responder (AR)

YIR(1) ⇠ YAR(1)
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The data suggest that treatment has a significant positive effect on response 
rate across all participants (p<0.01). This result holds within the Pain and 
Suffering scenario (p<0.01), but not within Punitive Damages (p=0.08). 

Statistic PAS (N=2707) PD (N=2751)

Number of responses (%) 2063 (76.2%) 2167 (78.8%)

Corpus vocabulary 2451 2386

Mean word count (SD) 41.0 (28.5) 35.9 (23.2)

Range word count 1 to 282 1 to 402

Dictionary words 91.7% 88.8%

Randomization distributions showing treatment effect on response rate 

Comparison using Structural Topic Modeling (STM) with 10-fold cross-
validation shows significant treatment effects on discussion of prior awards 
in both scenarios. 

Treatment effects (with 95% intervals) on average topical prevalence 

Sharp Null:  
Super Sharp Null:   H?

0 : Ti(0) = Ti(1)

H0 : Yi(0) = Yi(1)

Zi = Z 0
i Yi(Z) = Yi(Z 0).

Yi(Zi) = f(Ti(Z)) with f ? T .

Yi(Zi, Ri(Zi))

Ri(Zi).

Methods and Assumptions 


